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Gaia DR3 has brought a truly 
and unprecedented revolution 
opening a new era of all-sky 
spectroscopy and chemo-
physical characterisation of 
Galactic stellar populations 

About 5.6 million stars with 
chemical abundances with Gaia 
DR3 GSP-Spec module              
(R ∼11 500)

 Gaia DR3
Stellar metallicity



Main motivations:

Gaia Collaboration, Recio Blanco +23

1) Recent chemical impoverishment in 
several Gaia DR3 elements 

2) Spiral arm signatures

Poggio et al.+ES 22



1) Recent chemical impoverishment in 
several Gaia DR3 elements 

2) Spiral arm signatures

Beyond the                
two infall model 

(Spitoni +23a)

Effect of multiple spiral 
arm patterns  on the 

CEM 

             
(Spitoni +23b)

Main motivations:



APOKASC
Spitoni +19a,+20

LOW-ALPHA

HIGH-ALPHA

The two-infall model 
 (see Valeria’s talk) 

a) Solar Vicinity
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LOW-α 
PRIMORDIAL GAS INFALLLOW-α 

ENRICHED GAS INFALL 
(in agreement with 

Palla+20, 
Agertz+21) 

10-14 kpc6-10  kpc2-6  kpc

Spitoni +21

b) The whole Galactic disc



Spitoni +22

c) The vertical distribution  
(using the Jz vs. Age rel. by Ting & Rix 19)  



Spitoni +22

c) The vertical distribution  
(using the Jz vs. Age rel. by Ting & Rix 19)  

Model
Data



Massive

CROSSMATCH  APOGEE DR17  
                                                                            Abdurro’uf et al. (2022) 

All the cross-matched stars  are 
part of the low-α sequence in 
APOGEE DR17 and the majority of 
them present sub-solar values in 
metallicity.  

Massive stars population

Gaia Collaboration, Recio Blanco +22

CROSSMATCH 
   

OTHER 
APOGEE DR17

APOGEE DR17 abundances

Spitoni +23a



http://staff.astro.lu.se/~florent/vintergatan.php

Gaia DR2 and DR1

 Star formation history

Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy 
pericentre passages which triggered 

formation of new stars in the Galactic disc.  



http://staff.astro.lu.se/~florent/vintergatan.php

Gaia DR2 and DR1

 Star formation history



Gaia DR3 data  
(empty)

Synthetic  
model 



Gaia DR3 data  
(empty)

Synthetic  
model 



Gaia DR3 data  
(empty)

Synthetic  
model 



Gaia DR3 data  
(empty)

Synthetic  
model 



Submitted to A&A



Minchev+16

Presence of multiple spiral 
modes moving at different 
pattern speeds in galactic 
discs including our own Milky 
Way (Minchev & Quillen 2006; 
Quillen et al. 2011))  



ISM density fluctuations from an analytical  spiral arms model with a 
single pattern    

Spiral arms prescriptions
Spitoni+19b

MODULATION FUNCTION

Cox & Gomez (2002)  
Χ(R,tG)

R

AMPLITUDE OF THE SPIRAL DENSITY



MODEL A

Disc angular velocity by Roca-Fàbrega et al. (2014)  

CR

Spitoni +19b

Spiral structure 
with multiplicity 
m = 2 with a 
single pattern



MODEL A

Disc angular velocity by Roca-Fàbrega et al. (2014)  

CR CR CR

Spitoni +23b, sub. to A&A

Spiral structure 
with multiplicity 
m = 2 composed 
by three chunks 
moving at 
different pattern 
speeds  



For a  m=2 spiral arms structure 



SFR(R,φ)/SFRmax(R)
The star 
formation rate



Palicio+ES 23Poggio+21 Lemasle+22
Cepheids

Radial actions, JR < 0.01 R⊙V⊙  
 

UPM stars 



CR CR CR



CR CR CR

Larger azimuthal 
Variation at the 

 co-rotations 
(In agreement with 

Spitoni+19)



… Results in agreement with  the chemical evolution 
model in which we consider the density fluctuation by 
the chemo-dynamical model by Minchev+13 (see Ivan’s 
talk, MCM model) 

Spitoni +19b



  [Fe/H] abundance gradient considering the density fluctuation by the chemo-
dynamical model by Minchev+13 Spitoni +19b



Temporal evolution of the oxygen gradient  



Temporal evolution of the oxygen gradient  



Temporal evolution of the oxygen gradient  

Present-day



What about other elements?  

O



What about other elements?  

EuBaFeO





Present day residual azimuthal variations  

Larger azimuthal variations for elements 
produced on shorter time-scales  

Oxygen Europium Iron Barium



Ωs  and m extracted from 
Hilmi+20  high- resolution 
hydrodynamical simulations of 
MW-sized galaxies from the 
NIHAO-UHD project of Buck et al. 
(2020)  

Spiral arms with different pattern 
speeds Ωs and modes m



The new ISM density fluctuation is…

Spiral arms with different pattern speeds Ωs and 
modes m



The new ISM density fluctuation is…

A1+A2+A3+A4=1

Spiral arms with different pattern speeds Ωs and 
modes m



Presence of 
additional 

wiggles in the 
azimuthal 
variations 

compared to the 
results  

Spiral arms with different pattern speeds Ωs and 
modes m extracted from Hilmi+20



Material spiral arms, propagating near the co-rotation at all galactic 
radii, have been described by a number of recent numerical work 
with different interpretations (see Grand et al. 2012; Comparetta & 

Quillen 2012; Hunt et al. 2019).  



Reference model 



Last 
100 Myr

Extending the co-rotation   
to all Galactocentric distances  

 



Extending the co-rotation   
to all Galactocentric distances  

 Last 
300 Myr



Extending the co-rotation   
to all Galactocentric distances  

 Last 
1 Gyr



100 Myr

300 Myr

1 Gyr



 Cepheids with Gaia DR3
Genovali+14

Gaia DR3



Comparison with Cepheids Genovali+14

Gaia DR3

100 Myr

300 Myr 1 Gyr



Comparison with Poggio+ES 22 (Gaia DR3)

Percentile 10%
Percentile 10%

Percentile 90%



Comparison with Poggio+22 (Gaia DR3)
Percentile 90%

Percentile 10%

Poggio et al.+ES 22

Last 100 Myr Last 300 Myr Last 1 Gyr



Conclusions                  

The most recent gas infall - which started  2.7 Gyr ago - allows us to predict well the 
Gaia DR3 young population which has suffered a recent chemical impoverishment.  

Elements synthesised on short time scales (i.e., oxygen and europium in this study) 
exhibit larger abundance fluctuations. 

 Predicted azimuthal variations are consistent with metallicity variations found by Gaia 
DR3 (Poggio et al. 2022), if  co-rotation is extended to all radii at recent evolution times 
(during the last ≃ 300 Myr).  




